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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of designing communication protocols within
a framework based on Petri nets and supporting compositionality of structure and
behaviour. Although Petri nets have for several years been applied as a formal
model in which one could describe and analyse communication protocols, it can
be argued that at present they are not widely used in protocol engineering. The
main reason for this can be attributed to a lack of compositionality which meant
that Petri nets were unable to deal with large computing systems. However, recent results on combining Petri nets and process algebras have radically changed
that, and we here argue that Petri nets can provide an e ective formal model
for protocol engineering. After pointing out that compositionality is an inherent
feature of protocols, and as such should be supported by adequate formal basis,
we outline a systematic approach to the design of protocol systems. The top
level of the design hierarchy is based on the notion of a Petri net entity and
the operation of concurrent composition. The external behaviour of entities is
characterised using the notion of a bisimulation equivalence. At the lower level of
design, we show how entities can be constructed from protocol procedures using
suitable composition rules, such as sequence, iteration and disabling. We then
discuss the relationship between syntactical and semantical (behavioural) notions
of compositionality.

Keywords
Communication protocols, protocol engineering, Petri nets, compositionality, synchronization, protocol hierarchy, bisimulation equivalence, step sequence
semantics
I. Introduction

It is generally recognised that the design of communication protocols is one of the most
complex tasks in computer network development. The design methodology typically comprises various stages including speci cation, veri cation, performance analysis, implemenDRAFT
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tation and testing. All these activities have led to the emergence of a new discipline,
usually referred to as the protocol engineering [49], [61], [65], [77]. In its early days, most
of the development was done following an intuitive approach and relied on the practical
experience of the developers. However, it was not long before it became apparent that
this was insucient to cope with the inherent complexity of nontrivial communication
protocols. To manage this complexity, protocol engineering turned to formal techniques
which since have been applied to virtually all stages of protocol design. There were several
attempts of applying di erent formalisms to deal with communication protocols, such as
nite state automata, programming languages, process algebras and temporal logics [26],
[66]. In this paper, we will concentrate the discussion on the theory of Petri nets, and will
argue that it can provide a sound and e ective formal basis for protocol engineering.
From a historical perspective, the application of Petri nets to communication protocols
dates back to the very rst attempts to use formal techniques to solve problems speci c
to protocol engineering, see [7], [14], [31], [33], [34], [35], [50], [51], [52], [60]. The early
results were promising and generated a feeling that Petri nets were going to solve most of
the crucial problems in those areas of protocol engineering which are amenable to formal
treatment. The main reason for this optimism was that:
Petri nets allow one to describe protocols in an adequate and, at the same time, strictly
mathematical way. In particular, Petri nets directly support the fundamental notions
of concurrency and asynchrony which are inherent to communication protocols.
 There exists a rich body of models, veri cation techniques and computer-aided tools
based on Petri nets [25].
 The visually appealing graphical representation makes Petri nets easy to understand
and manipulate for a wide range of practitioners, even those with a limited background
in formal methods.


Moreover, several Petri net models were introduced to allow one to describe manipulations
on data, variables and parameters which is essential for the speci cation of many real-life
protocols. Notable examples of such models are Evaluation nets [32], [56], Numerical Petri
nets [8], [20], [21], [28], [69], Predicate/Transition nets [13], [27], [38], [74] and Coloured
nets [43], [76].
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Despite what we consider to be signi cant advantages of using Petri nets, they have
lost in recent years much of their following within the protocol engineering community in
favour of other formal description techniques such as SDL [64], Estelle [26], [36], LOTOS
[23], [37] and PROMELA [41]. The latter are based on extended nite state automata
and process algebras; typical examples of work employing these formalisms are [48], [49],
[65]. We believe that the main reason for this shift was that for a long time Petri nets
su ered from a lack of proper support of compositionality and modularity. This resulted
in a failure to deal with large and complex designs like hierarchical protocol systems since
Petri nets corresponding to industrial-size protocols would often be too large to handle
eciently. (As the matter of fact, such a problem is not restricted to the domain of
protocols but is also present in the applications of Petri nets to the design of other large
scale systems, e.g., distributed systems and exible manufacturing systems.) Some earlier
attempts to bring compositionality and modularity into Petri nets [11], [12], [45], [54], [67],
[71] did not result in a sucient improvement. However, in the past few years there has
been a substantial progress in combining compositionality with Petri nets. In particular,
a number of results have been obtained within the European BRA project Demon and its
successor Caliban [16], [17], [19], [46]. A similar, more protocol-oriented research has been
undertaken in [2], [3], [5]. In this paper we take advantage of these recent developments
in order to demonstrate that Petri nets can be successfully used in the speci cation and
veri cation of communication protocols, and hierarchical protocol systems. We present a
general compositional Petri net framework for dealing with protocols based on hierarchical
approach. In particular, we introduce construction rules for protocols and formalise the
notion of protocol correctness. We also outline how such a framework can support modular
veri cation techniques, however their detailed discussion lies outside the scope of this
paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section II, after pointing out that compositionality is an inherent feature of communication protocols and as such should be
supported by an adequate formal basis, we outline a systematic approach to the design
of protocol systems. In section III, we present some basic notions related to Petri nets.
Section IV introduces the top level of the proposed design hierarchy which is based on the
DRAFT
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notion of a Petri net entity and the operation of concurrent composition. The external behaviour of protocol entities is characterised using the notion of a bisimulation equivalence
based on the step sequence semantics. In section V, a lower level of design is discussed.
It is shown how protocol entities can be constructed from protocol procedures (a class of
Petri nets) using suitable composition rules, such as sequential composition, iteration and
disabling. Section VI is devoted to the procedure level of the design hierarchy. In section VII, we discuss the relationship between the syntactical and semantical (behavioural)
notions of compositionality. We also comment on the existing link between compositionally de ned Petri nets and process algebras. Section VIII contains a brief description of
computer-aided tool based on the approach presented in this paper.
The paper is a revised and extended version of the conference paper [6].
II. Protocols and Compositionality

The standard protocols and protocol systems are inherently compositional. Figure 1
illustrates a typical structure of a protocol system where we can identify the following
features pertaining to compositionality:
 The system itself consists of a set of entities. Some correspond to di erent layers in
the standard OSI model, [42], e.g., the link, network, transport and session layers.
Other play an auxiliary role, e.g., the control and timer entities. The entities are
interconnected, through service access points, in accordance with the reference model.
 An entity usually has a complex internal structure which comprises a set of components, called procedures. In particular, a protocol{entity will often be built from
several components, such as sub-protocols, phases, and protocol-procedures. (The
term protocol-procedure will be used to mean a part of the protocol which supports
a single protocol function.) Typical examples of procedures are connection request,
data ow control and disconnection. There are special rules for combining di erent
procedures, such as sequential composition which ensures that one procedure can start
to operate only after a successful termination of another procedure. Other examples
of composition rules are iteration, parallel composition and disabling.
 Each protocol-procedure has its own internal structure which is constructed from
primitives such as service primitives and protocol data units. The speci cation of a
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procedure de nes all possible ways in which these primitives can be executed.
Thus we can distinguish three levels of compositionality in protocol design, which we will
call system, entity and procedure levels:
System level. On this level, the overall logical structure of the system is designed,
using entities as the elementary building blocks.
 Entity level. Each entity is designed using procedures which are combined together
using composition rules.
 Procedure level. Procedures are designed using a set of service primitives and protocol
data units.


The problem of logical and functional correctness has to be addressed throughout the entire
design process. This means that each level should be supported by appropriate veri cation
techniques which would guarantee the correctness of the resulting system. Both from the
design and veri cation point of view, it is essential that the same formal basis be used at
di erent levels. In this way, the results obtained at a lower level can directly be used at
the higher level(s) of the compositionality hierarchy.


'

Procedure
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Entity

Procedure




Entity



$


% System
Entity

Fig. 1. Structure of a protocol system.
III. Petri nets

This section contains some basic de nitions and notations concerning Petri nets. There
are several easily accessible references covering these in more detail, e.g., [15], [55], [59],
[62]. We also present a Petri net model of a simple communication protocol.
DRAFT
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A. Basic Petri nets

A Petri net is a triple N = hS; T; F i, where S and T are disjoint sets of respectively
places and transitions and F is a ow relation, F  (S  T ) [ (T  S ). It is assumed
that t and t are non-empty disjoint sets, for all t 2 T , where x = fy j (y; x) 2 F g is
the pre-set of x 2 S [ T and x = fy j (x; y) 2 F g is its post-set. The dot-notation is
extended in the usual way to sets of transitions and/or places, e.g., X = Sf x j x 2 X g.
All the nets considered in this paper have nite S and T . We also de ne a family of sets
of independent transitions, Ind , which comprises all non-empty sets U  T such that for
every pair of distinct transitions t and u in U , ( t [ t) \ ( u [ u) = ;.
A marked net is a pair  = hN; M0 i such that N = hS; T; F i is a Petri net and M0: S !
f0; 1; 2; : : :g is the initial marking. In general, a marking is a mapping M : S ! f0; 1; 2; : : :g.
We use the standard rules about representing nets as directed graphs, viz. places are
represented as circles, transitions as rectangles, the ow relation is indicated by directed
arcs, and markings are shown by placing tokens inside circles.
B. Step sequence semantics

We will use the standard step sequence semantics of a marked net  = hN; M0i. A nite
non-empty set of transitions (step) U is enabled at a marking M of , if for all s 2 S ,
M (s)  js \ U j. An enabled step U can be executed leading to a new marking M 0 de ned,
for every s 2 S , by:

M 0(s) = M (s) , js \ U j + j s \ U j:
We denote this by M [U iM 0 . A nite step sequence for a marking M is ! = U1 : : :U
(k  0) such that M [U1i M1 : : : M ,1 [U i M for some markings M1; : : :; M . We denote
this by M [!i M , and call the marking M reachable from M . The set of all marking
reachable from M will be denoted by [M i .
If M (S )  f0; 1g then we will call M a 1-safe marking and identify it with the set of
all the places for which the value of M is equal to 1. The marked net is 1-safe if every
marking reachable from its initial marking is 1-safe.
k

k

k
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C. An example

Throughout the paper we illustrate the discussion using a toy protocol shown in Figure 2.
It was originally used in [50] to demonstrate how Petri nets could be used to model
protocols. Figure 2(i) shows a Petri net model of the protocol where the subnet comprising
elements s1, s2, s3, t1, t2, t3 corresponds to the sender part, the subnet comprising s6, s7,
s8, t4, t5, t6 corresponds to the receiver, and the places s4 and s5 correspond to the transfer
media. The protocol works as follows. On receiving a data block by executing a service
primitive (SP) DatReq (transition t1) from the upper level, the sender sends a protocol
data unit (PDU) sDT (t2) to the transfer media (place s4) and enters a waiting state (s3).
On receiving PDU rDT (t4), the receiver sends an acknowledgment, PDU sAK (t5), delivers
the received data to its user using an SP DatInd (t6) and returns to its initial state (s7).
On receiving the acknowledgment, PDU rAK (t3), the sender returns to its initial state
(s1). Note that the last two transitions can be executed concurrently.
Figure 2(ii) shows the service that the above protocol is supposed to provide. The service
is very simple and speci es that receiving data through SP DatReq (t7) must be followed
by its sending through SP DatInd (t8). Note that the Petri net in (ii) is the speci cation of
the protocol, which only takes into account two actions, DatReq and DatInd, and ignoring
the remaining ones (more precisely, by treating them as internal or invisible). A formal
device which allows one to make a distinction in the status between di erent transitions
is labelling. We will later take a full advantage of this technique when access points of
protocol entities and procedures will be de ned. Referring to the diagram, the Petri net
representing the service can be formally represented as

N = hfs9; s10g; ft7; t8g; f(s9; t7); (t7; s10); (s10; t8); (t8; s9)gi:
Its marking can be represented either as the mapping M such that M (s9) = 1 and
M (s10) = 0, or as the singleton set of places, M = fs9g. For the net representing the
protocol, we have t2 = fs2g and t2 = fs3; s4g. The step sequence generated by this net
in the scenario described above is ! = ft1gft2gft4gft5gft3; t6g.
As we will see later, the example speci cation in Figure 2(i) does not satisfy the service
in Figure 2(ii). Essentially, the speci cation behaves as a two-place bu er, whereas the
DRAFT
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Fig. 2. Toy protocol speci cation (i) and its service (ii).
service behaves as a one-place bu er. Of course, we could have changed the service net
to re ect this, but later we will derive another speci cation based on the idea of the toy
protocol which will be developed in a systematic way following the approach presented in
this paper, which will be both more compact than that in Figure 2(i) and at the same
time correct with respect to the service in Figure 2(ii).
IV. Entities and System level

In this section we discuss some of the formal notions which are needed to support compositionality at the system level [1], [3], [5]. As mentioned in Section II, the central notion
used at this level is that of an entity. In the OSI reference model [42], an entity is de ned
as a logical module that operates performing certain protocol functions. Its execution involves communication with other entities, e.g., protocol entities of the neighbouring lower
and higher levels. The communication is de ned using (service) access points. I.e., an
entity is a logical module with explicitly indicated points of communication, called access
points, through which it can communicate with other entities.
In the schematic diagrams, entities will be represented as boxes with short adjacent
edges, each edges representing one access point. The connectivity among entities can
then be represented by joining the edges representing the corresponding access points.
For example, Figure 3 shows a possible representation of the example protocol which is
composed of three entities: sender (S), transfer media (M) and receiver (R).
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the example protocol.
In the rest of this section, we will show how to model entities and operations on them
in a formal way. We will represent an entity as a Petri net equipped with an additional
information about the communication access points.
A. Entities

A Petri net entity (or entity) is a pair pne = h; acci, where  = hS; T; F; M0i is a
1-safe marked net and acc is a nite set of labellings called access points. Each access
point a 2 acc is a mapping a: T ! mult(A), where A is a xed set of elementary names
of communication primitives and mult(A) is the set of all nite multisets over A (see
the Appendix for the notations concerning multisets). Note that the empty multiset
;m 2 mult(A) represents an internal (or silent) action which is denoted by  in CCS
[53]. That is, a associates with each transition some elementary primitives communicating
through this access point, or the empty multiset ;m which means that a transition is
`invisible'. We will assume that distinct entities have disjoint underlying nets.1 Note that
this implies that they have disjoint sets of access points. To be able to specify which
access points should be connected together, we associate with each access point a its sort,
denoted by ida. We extend the notion of a sort to sets of access points and entities, by
respectively de ning Idacc = fIda j a 2 accg and Idpne = Idacc. It is assumed that the sorts
of distinct access points of an entity are di erent. Hence we can de ne, for every id 2 Idpne,
the access point pneid as being the unique a 2 acc such that Ida = id.
An intuition behind the sort of an access point is similar to that of a channel in CSP
[40]; that is, it identi es a distinctive part of the communication interface of a system.
1

This condition is not restrictive since Petri nets are de ned up to isomorphism.
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In the schematic diagrams representing entities, it is the access points with the same sort
which are joined by edges.
In the diagrams, an entity will be represented by a Petri net whose each transition is
labelled by a multiset of elementary names, each elementary name being preceded by the
name of an access point. For instance, if an entity has three access points, a, b and c, and a
transition t is labelled by a : a, a : b and b : c then a(t) = fa; bg, b(t) = fcg and c(t) = ;m.2
An entity pne with access points a1; : : : ; a will sometimes be denoted by pne[a1; : : :; a ].
Each access point contains information about the way in which an entity can communicate with another entity having an access point of the same sort. Clearly, the entity
can communicate in di erent ways using di erent access points. In particular, the same
transition can be visible from one access point and invisible from another one. The way in
which transitions are labelled allows one to represent a simultaneous execution of several
logical actions by executing only one transition. This follows from the fact that in each
access point the execution of a transition may correspond to the execution of a multiset
of elementary communication actions. Moreover, the transition may de ne several such
multisets, each of them corresponding to a di erent access point. As it will be explained
later, such a property can lead to a simpli cation (and reduction in size) of the description
of a communication protocol systems.
In Figure 4, we give a Petri net description of the entities used in the protocol model
of Figure 3. It is important to stress that in Figure 4 we use explicitly multi-labelled
transitions and, as a result, we will eventually obtain a slightly di erent (actually, more
compact and thus better) speci cation from that shown in Figure 2.
The sender is de ned by entity S (see Figure 4(i)) with two access points, us and ps,
to connect respectively with its user and the transfer media. It contains two transitions:
The rst one, t1, is `visible' from both access points and corresponds to receiving service
primitive DatReq from the user and sending protocol data unit sDT into media. Transition
t2 corresponds to receiving PDU rAK from the media (access point ps). From the access
n

n

Essentially, c(t) = ;m means that executing t has no direct e ect on any entity with
which the communication is established using only access point c.
2
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point us this transition is invisible and, consequently, its execution does not in uence the
user. The merging of two logical actions, DatReq and sDR, into a single `physical' transition
embodies a rather natural idea that there is no need to separate these two actions executed
at two di erent access points.
S[us,ps]
-

M[l,r]
us:DatReq
ps:sDT

? t1


v

t
6
?

ps:rAK

(i)

2

t3
t4
(ii)

l:sDT

l:rAK




6
v


v


?


R[ur,pr]
r:rDT

r:sAK

t5
t6

?

pr:sAK
pr:rDT
ur:DatInd

t7


v

6

(iii)

Fig. 4. Entities used in the example protocol: sender (i), media (ii) and receiver (iii) where Idps = Idl
and Idpr = Idr .

The transfer media is represented by entity M (see Figure 4(ii)) with two access points,
l and r, used respectively for the communication with its left and right entities; formally,
this is speci ed by assuming that Idps = Idl and Idr = Idpr . Transitions t3 and t4 are visible
only from the left access point, and t5 and t6 only from the right access point.
The receiver is represented by entity R with two access points, ur and pr, for the communication with its user and the transfer media (see Figure 4(iii)). It contains only one
transition, t7. In access point pr, it is labelled with PDUs rDT and sAK which corresponds
to simultaneously receiving data and sending acknowledgment through the access point pr.
In the access point ur, transition t7 is labelled by DatInd which corresponds to delivering
the data to the user. In other words, instead of having three separate transitions, as it
would be necessary if multiset labelling of transitions were not allowed, we have only one
which is not merely a notational convenience, but also leads to the reduction of the state
space of the resulting system, with clear bene ts for the correctness veri cation. Moreover,
the resulting protocol speci cation will satisfy the service in Figure 2(ii).
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B. Operations on entities

Concurrent composition
The main operation for manipulating entities is concurrent composition. Let pne =
h; acci and pne0 = h0; acc0i be two entities such that  = hS; T; F; M0i and 0 =
hS 0; T 0; F 0; M00 i are disjoint nets. The composition of pne and pne0 is
pnekpne0 = hS 00; T 00; F 00; M000; acc00i

where the di erent components of the tuple on the right hand side are de ned in the
following way (below Id = Idpne \ Idpne0 ).
 The places S 00 and the initial marking M000 are given by

S 00 = S [ S 0 and M000 = M0 [ M00 :


The set of transitions T 00 is

T 00 = ft 2 T j

M

id2Id

pneid (t) = ;m g [ ft 2 T 0 j

where T new is the set of new transitions t
minimal sets satisfying, for every id 2 Id,

M

t

2

Q

id2Id

pne0id (t) = ;m g [ T new

such that Q 2 Ind and R 2 Ind0 are

QR

pneid (t) =

M

M
2

t

pne0id (t):

R

The pre-sets and post-sets remain unchanged for the transitions in T 00 n T new. For each
t 2 T new, the pre-set is Q [ R and the post-set is Q [ R, i.e., each t inherits
the connectivity of the transitions in Q and R.
 The set of access points acc00 is given by


QR

QR

acc00 =

fbc j c 2 (acc [ acc0) ^ Idc 62 Idg

where for each c 2 acc \ acc00, bc is an access point de ned thus

8>
>> c(t) if t 2 T 00 \ T
>< L
bc(t) = > 2 c(u) if t = t 2 T new
>>
>: ;m if t 2 T 00 \ T 0:
QR

u
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For c 2 acc0 \ acc00, bc is de ned in a similar way.
The operation of concurrent composition is well de ned, i.e., one can show that it always
yields an entity (see the Appendix). It is also commutative and associative (up to net
isomorphism).
Informally speaking, the concurrent composition of two entities, pne and pne0, is a new
entity which is the union of the Petri nets underlying pne and pne0 such that transitions
visible through the access points of the same sort in exactly the same way are synchronised.
The visibility of the new transitions with respect to the remaining access points (denoted
by bc) is de ned as the multiset sum of the labellings of the constituent transitions. All
the transitions which were visible through one of the access points which was used for
synchronisation are deleted. The access points of the resulting entity is the union of
the (suitably adjusted) original access points but without those which took place in the
composition.
In Figure 3, the composition operation is indicated by connecting the corresponding
access points. Figure 5 shows the result of performing the composition operation on the
three entities from Figure 4. The resulting entity, TE[su; sr] = SkMkR, has two access
points for protocol users, us and ur. Note that in applying the composition operation,
transition t1 was synchronised with t3; t2 with t4; and t5 and t6 with t7.

Hiding
When solving a speci c tasks of protocol engineering, some access points may happen to
be redundant. In such a case, the operation of hiding can be applied which removes some
access points, but does not change the underlying net and, consequently, its behavior at
the remaining access points. Let pne = h; acci be a Petri net entity and H  acc be a
set of access points. Then hide (pne) = h; acc n H i. Clearly, hide (pne) is an entity.
The possibility of representing entities and operations on them both in schematical and
net-based forms results in a exible protocol speci cation tool. At the higher level, the
protocol architecture can be speci ed using schematic diagrams, as shown in Figure 3.
At the lower level, each entity can be speci ed using a Petri net, as shown in Figure 4.
The explicit representation of protocol architecture and the possibility of using di erent
styles of speci cation [73] enhances the quality of speci cations, making them easier to
H
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deal with.
Note that in the speci cation carried out at the system level, the operation of concurrent
composition is only indicated. Its actual execution, resulting in the composition of the
underlying Petri nets, may be needed for dealing with other tasks of protocol engineering
such as analysis, veri cation and implementation. For instance, the analysis of the example
protocol against its logical correctness speci cation (e.g., absence of deadlocks) might
involve deriving the entity hidefur usg(SkMkR) which is nothing but a Petri net with no
access points, and testing it for the presence of deadlocks. It is worth noting that the
Petri net in Figure 5 is more compact than that depicted in Figure 2. The same can be
said about the corresponding reachability graphs. This is a direct consequence of allowing
multiset labelling of transitions which can reduce the size of nets representing protocol
systems.
;

TE[us,ur]


us:DatReq


v
6
?



v  

- v 6
?





-

-

??

ur:DatInd


v

6

Fig. 5. Composition of entities
C. Step sequence semantics and invisible transitions

To de ne bisimulation equivalence for Petri net entities, we need to make precise what
it means for a step to be executed in between two `invisible' step sequences. Let pne =
h; acci be a Petri net entity. We rst extend the notion of an access point to a set of
transitions and a set of access points, i.e., for every non-empty set U  T and a 2 acc,
a(U ) =

M
2

t
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a(t) and acc(U ) =

M
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Note that if a(U ) = ;m then U is a set of transitions which are invisible from the access
point a, and if acc(U ) = ;m then U is a set of transitions which are invisible from all the
access points in the entity pne. As in CCS, we will adopt the view that invisible transitions
can be disregarded when one considers the communication capability of a system, in this
case, the Petri entity pne. In our framework, this leads to the de nition of two auxiliary
reachability relations, =====) and =====).
Let M and M 0 be two markings reachable from the initial marking of the entity pne.
We will denote M =====) M 0 if there is a step sequence ! = U1 : : : U (k  0) such that
M [!i M 0 and acc(U1)      acc(U ) = ;m. Moreover, if U  T is a non-empty set of
transitions such that
M =====) M1 [U i M10 =====) M
for some markings M1 and M10 , then we denote M =====) M 0.
Intuitively, M =====) M 0 means that M can be transformed into M 0 without executing
any transition which is externally visible, whereas M =====) M 0 means that starting at
M one can execute step U possibly preceded and followed by a step sequence made up of
invisible transitions. The main idea behind bisimulation equivalence is that as far as the
external environment is concerned, M =====) M 0 and M [U i M 0 are equivalent executions.
U

k

k

U

U

U

D. Equivalence of entities

For dealing with the general problem of protocol veri cation, which usually amounts to
demonstrating a correspondence between a protocol and its service, we need a suitable
notion of equivalence allowing us to compare the behaviour of di erent entities. The
de nition below is based on the notion of observational equivalence originally introduced
for CCS [53].
Let pne and pne0 be two entities with the same sort and M0 and M00 be respectively their
initial markings. Then pne and pne0 are bisimulation equivalent if there exists a relation
bis  [M0i  [M00 i such that (M0 ; M00 ) 2 bis and if (M1 ; M10 ) 2 bis then the following
hold (below Id = Idpne = Idpne0 ):
 If M1 =====) M2 then there is M20 such that M10 =====) M20 and (M2 ; M20 ) 2 bis.
0
 If M1 [U i M2 and acc(U ) 6= ;m then there are U 0 and M20 such that M10 =====) M20 ,
(M2; M20 ) 2 bis and for all id 2 Id, pneid(U ) = pne0id (U 0).
U
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If M10 =====) M20 then there is M2 such that M1 =====) M2 and (M2; M20 ) 2 bis.
 If M10 [U 0i M20 and acc0 (U 0 ) 6= ;m then there are U and M2 such that M1 =====) M2 ,
(M2; M20 ) 2 bis and for all id 2 Id, pneid(U ) = pne0id (U 0).
We denote this by pne  pne0 or pne bis pne0, depending on the context. Note that the
logical implementation of the example protocol shown in Figure 5 is bisimulation equivalent
to its service shown in Figure 2(ii). The same is not true of the original speci cation in
Figure 2(i). More precisely, if we assume that transitions t2, t3, t4 and t5 are invisible, then
the net can execute M0 ===f==1g) M1 ===f==1g) M2 which cannot be matched by any execution
on the service side.
It is not dicult to show that  is an equivalence relation in the usual sense. A crucial
property, however, is that bisimulation equivalence is preserved by concurrent composition
and hiding (see the Appendix).
Theorem IV.1: Let pne and pne0 be protocol entities such that pne  pne0 , and H and
H 0 be sets of access points of respectively pne and pne0 such that Id = Id 0 . Then
hide (pne)  hide 0 (pne0).
2
Theorem IV.2: Let pne, pne0, pne0 and pne00 be protocol entities such that pne  pne0
and pne0  pne00. Then (pnekpne0)  (pne0kpne00).
2
The last result is essential for the bisimulation equivalence to be accepted as a valid
notion of equivalence for the hierarchical veri cation of communication protocols.


U

t

t

H

H

H

H

E. Discussion

There are two important points to be made about the relation of bisimulation equivalence
we have just introduced. The rst is that we do need a bisimulation equivalence based
on the step sequence semantics, and cannot use a simpler notion of bisimulation based on
interleaving semantics. Consider, for example, the entities in Figure 6. Clearly, pne1 and
pne2 are interleaving bisimilar. However, if we compose each of them with pne, then the
entities pne01 = (pne1kpne) and pne02 = (pne2kpne) are no longer equivalent since pne02 is
deadlocked, while pne01 can execute a visible transition.
The second point is that we cannot replace the current de nition by a weaker one in
which we would require that two entities be bisimulation equivalent, separately, for each
pair of the corresponding access points. Again, we can show that this would lead to a
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Fig. 6. Bisimulation based on interleaving is not preserved through composition, Ida = Idb = Idc.
loss of the preservation of behavioural equivalence through concurrent composition. For
consider the entities pne and pne0 in Figure 13(i,ii). We rst observe that hidefag(pne) 
hidefa0 g (pne0 ) and hidefbg(pne)  hidefb0 g (pne0), i.e., pne and pne0 would be bisimulation
equivalent if  were rede ned in the way we just described. However, pne and pne0 can
hardly be regarded as equivalent entities. To show this we compose them separately
with two other entities, pne1 and pne2, shown in Figure 13(iii,iv). The resulting entities,
pne01 = pne1 kpnekpne2 and pne02 = pne1kpne0 kpne2 , are presented in Figure 13(v,vi). It is
easy to see that pne01 and pne02 have quite di erent behaviour; in particular, the former can
execute some transitions, including that visible through access point g, whereas the latter
is completely deadlocked. Note nally that, according to the de nition we have chosen,
pne1 and pne2 are not behaviourally equivalent, pne1 6 pne2.
F. Correctness of hierarchical protocols

ss0
s
E
s
s
a
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ss00
s
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s
b
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Fig. 7. Protocol veri cation.
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Using the notion of bisimulation equivalence we can formally state the problem of the
veri cation of a layered protocol. The veri cation of an N-layer protocol consists in comparing the behaviour of two entities; the N-service entity and its logical implementation.
The latter is constructed as the composition of two protocol entities, E and E , with
the entity of the (N-1)-service, SE ,1, as shown in Figure 7. Assuming that we also have
an entity which speci es the reference N-service, SE , the veri cation problem reduces to
proving that SE is bisimulation equivalent to the composition of E , E and SE ,1. The
N-protocol which is speci ed by the entity E = E kE is considered to be correct with
respect to services SE and SE ,1 if such an equivalence is valid.
The framework we have outlined allows one to model hierarchical composition of protocol
layers in a rather straightforward way (see Figure 8). Indeed, if E [s ,1; s ] = E kE and
E +1 [s0 ; s +1] = E +1kE +1 are respectively the protocol entities of the N- and (N+1)layers and Id N = Id 0N , then the entity that corresponds to their hierarchical composition
is E = (E kE +1). The theorem below follows immediately from the commutativity
and associativity of concurrent composition and the fact that bisimulation equivalence is
preserved through concurrent composition.
Theorem IV.3 (Hierarchical composition) If the N-protocol de ned as entity E is correct with respect to services SE and SE ,1 and the (N+1)-protocol de ned as entity
E +1 is correct with respect to services SE +1 and SE then the hierarchical protocol E
is also correct with respect to services SE +1 and SE ,1.
2
Such a result formally justi es the layering structuring principle in OSI.
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V. Composition rules for the entity level

A protocol entity used at the system level may itself have complex internal structure; in
practice, it will be described as a set of procedures combined together by means of speci c
composition rules.
The interface of a procedure will be expressed in two ways. Firstly, it should have a
potential to communicate with other entities similarly as the enclosing entity and, therefore, should have the same interface in terms access points. Secondly, to allow joining
procedures into entities, some composition rules are needed which requires some additional information about the states of the procedures. For instance, to perform sequential
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Fig. 8. Protocol hierarchy.
composition of two procedures, we need to know their initial and nal states and, for the
disabling operation, some information about all reachable states of the disabled procedure
is needed. Such an information will be formally captured by the notion of a macrostate,
which is a set of markings of the Petri net underlying a protocol procedure [2], [5].
A macrostate of a Petri net N is a non-empty set of its non-empty 1-safe markings. The
base buc of a macrostate u is de ned as buc = S 2u M . A macrostate u is unitary if it
contains only one marking, u = fM g. Moreover, if M is a marking under which exactly
one place is marked, then u is called simple.
M

A. Protocol procedures

A protocol procedure is a tuple Proc = hN; acc; head; tail; reachi where N = hS; T; F i is
a Petri net, acc is nite set of access points for N , and head, tail and reach are macrostates
for N , called respectively the head, tail and reachable macrostates of Proc. As in the
case of the de nition of an entity, we assume that distinct access points in Proc have
distinct sorts, and denote IdProc = Idacc. There are two properties required of the sets of
macrostates, namely for every M 2 head,
 [M i is a set of 1-safe markings included in reach.
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If M 0 and M 00 are markings in tail [ [M i and M 0  M 00 then M 0 = M 00.
An intuitive meaning of head and tail is that they comprise the initial and nal markings
of Proc. The third macrostate, reach, contains all possible markings reachable from the
markings in head (although there may be markings in reach which will never be reached
from any of the markings in head). Thus, a protocol procedure is essentially an entity
without the initial marking, but instead with three sets of states carrying information
needed later for applying composition operators.
In the diagrams, protocol procedures will be represented as entities with additional
information specifying their states. If the head (or tail) state contains only one marking
M , the places marked at M will be indicated by incoming (viz. outgoing) short arcs.
The sender and receiver entities of the protocol in Figure 4 can be thought of as protocol
procedures of a more complex multiphase protocol, containing additionally a connection
establishment and disconnection procedures. These procedures, shown in Figure 9, have
two access points: u for communicating with the user and p for communicating with the
transfer media. Note that in the disconnect procedure, the actions of the incoming PDU
disconnect request rDR, indicating to the user DisInd and sending disconnect con rmation
sDC, are speci ed simultaneously as one transition.


B. Operations on protocol procedures

To obtain a complex entity from a set of protocol procedures we use six operations:
transformation into an entity, sequential and choice compositions, iteration, disabling and
parallel composition. The last one is de ned thus.

Parallel composition
This operation simply juxtaposes the nets of two procedures. The macrostates are
formed as all possible combinations of markings of the corresponding macrostates of the
two procedures. Formally, the parallel composition of two protocol procedures with the
same sort, Proc and Proc0 is:
ProcjjjProc0 = hN  N 0 ; acc  acc0 ; head  head0; tail  tail0; reach  reach0i
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Fig. 9. Protocol procedures: connection establishment (i), sending data (ii), receiving data (iii) and
disconnection (iv).

where N  N 0 is the disjoint union of N and N 0; for two macrostates, u and u0, we denote
u  v = fM [ M 0 j M 2 u ^ M 0 2 u0g; and acc  acc0 is a set of access points with the
same sort as Proc and Proc0, de ned thus. For every id 2 IdProc = Proc0, there is a unique
a 2 acc  acc0 such that Ida = id and for every transition t coming from Proc (from Proc0 ),
a(t) = accid (t) (resp. a(t) = acc0id (t)).
De ning the remaining four composition operations is more complicated. We discuss
this using sequential composition as an example.
An intuitive meaning of a sequential composition of two protocol procedures, Proc and
Proc0 , is that the result, denoted by Proc; Proc0, should be a procedure which rst behaves
like Proc and after terminating in one of the valid nal markings of Proc, it can further
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proceed as if it were Proc0 starting in one of its valid initial markings. Such a description of
the meaning of the sequential composition should be matched by an appropriate de nition
on the net level. Indeed, there are several examples in the literature where this has been
done [24], [45], [57], [70]. However, one could face a problem with the de nition of a single
operator for all possible combinations of Proc and Proc0. Basically, there can be nets which
de ne behaviours in too abstract a way. Consider the protocol procedures in Figure 10.
Proc is composed of two completely independent components and has a single initial
and nal marking, while Proc0 can begin its operation in one of two di erent markings
and terminate likewise. If we now follow the idea behind the sequential composition then
somehow, upon a successful termination, the two components of Proc should decide to pass
the control to the same initial marking of Proc0. But this would imply that there should be
some sort of interaction between them, which would contradict the given speci cation of
Proc. The situation we just described can be thought of as an example that the description
of Proc is just too abstract for the purpose of composing the two procedures. In particular,
one should include some additional information about the synchronisation between the two
components of Proc in order to jointly select exactly one of the two possible initial markings
of Proc0. At this point one can observe that if Proc0 had only one initial (head) marking,
then there would be no need to synchronise the two components of Proc. This is the main
reason for assuming from now on that the head macrostates are always unitary.
Another situation which can lead to problems is the possibility of `going back' to Proc
after having passed the control to Proc0. We will prevent this by putting a restriction on
the arcs outgoing from (incoming to) places in the tail (head) markings of Proc (Proc0).
Following the above observations, we will de ne sequential composition as an operation
restricted to well-behaved cases, characterised by simple conditions imposed on the tail
macrostate of Proc and the head macrostate of Proc0. This should not be considered as a
major restriction because there are simple behaviour preserving transformation rules for
protocol procedures (such as one step unwinding) allowing one to bypass them in practice.
The same remark applies to the choice composition, iteration and disabling. Before giving
their formal de nition, we present an auxiliary operation of macrostate merge.
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Fig. 10. Sequential composition is not always directly applicable.

Macrostate merge
Let N = hS; T; F i be a Petri net, and v and w be two non-empty macrostates of N
such that bvc \ bwc = ; and v \ w = ; = v \ w. Merging v and w yields a new net
N 0 = hS 0; T 0; F 0i, de ned thus.


The place set S 0 is de ned as3

S 0 = S n (bvc [ bwc) [ (bvc  bwc):


The transition set T 0 is de ned as

T 0 = T 0 [ T v [ T w [ T vw
where

ft j t 2 T ^
ft j t 2 T ^
ft j t 2 T ^
ft j t 2 T ^
and u = ( t [ t) \ buc, for u 2 fv; wg.
T0
Tv
Tw
and T vw

=
=
=
=

M

L

ML

v
v
v
v

t

t

t

t

=;=wg
6= ; = w ^ M 2 wg
= ; 6= w ^ L 2 vg
6= ; 6= w ^ M 2 w ^ L 2 vg:
t

t

t

t

t

3

Below we assume that bvc  bwc are `fresh' places, i.e., (bvc  bwc) \ S = ;.
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The ow relation F 0 of N 0 is de ned in the following way (we only give the de nition
for the arcs from places to transitions, those pointing in the opposite direction are
de ned similarly).
{ For a place s 2 S 0 \ S and a transition z in one of the forms: z = t 2 T 0, z = t 2 T v,
z = t 2 T w and z = t 2 T vw, we have (s; z) 2 F 0 if and only if (s; t) 2 F .
{ For a place s = (p; q) 62 S and a transition t 2 T 0, (s; t) 62 F 0.
{ For a place s = (p; q) 62 S and a transition z = t 2 T v (or z = t 2 T w), (s; z) 2 F 0
if and only if (p; t) 2 F and q 2 M (resp. (q; t) 2 F and p 2 L).
{ For a place s = (p; q) 62 S and a transition z = t 2 T vw, (s; z) 2 F 0 if and only if
either (p; t) 2 F and q 2 M , or (q; t) 2 F and p 2 L.4
The net N 0 will be denoted by translwv (N ). Intuitively, in N 0, upon reaching any marking
in one of the macrostates, v and w, the net may continue as though it were restarted in
any of the markings of the other macrostate. In constructing N 0, the places marked under
the two macrostates are `multiplied' and the transitions adjacent the them `split'. Figure
11 illustrates the application of the macrostate merge operation.
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To be able to apply macrostate merge to protocol procedures, we need to take into
account its impact on other components of a procedure, viz. the macrostates and access
points. First, for every macrostate u of N , we de ne translwv (u) = ftranslwv (M ) j M 2 ug
4

Note that since v \ w = ; = v \ w, it is never the case that (p; t) 2 F and (q; t) 2 F .
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where, for every 1-safe marking M ,
translwv (M ) = (M \ S 0 ) [ f(p; q ) 2 bvc  bwc j fp; q g \ M =
6 ;g:

Second, for an access point a of N , translwv(a) is de ned to be an access point with the
same sort as a and such that translwv (a)(z) = a(t), for every z = t 2 T 0, z = t 2 T v,
z = t 2 T w and z = t 2 T vw. Then
M

L

ML

translwv (acc) = ftranslwv (a) j a 2 accg:

Finally, by bringing the last three de nition together, for every protocol procedure
Proc = hN; acc; head; tail; reachi

and two macrostates, v and w, as above, we de ne translwv (Proc) to be the following tuple:

htranslwv(N ); translwv (acc); translwv (head); translwv (tail); translwv (reach)i:
We now can de ne the four remaining composition operations on protocol procedures.
Below we assume that Proc = hN; acc; head; tail; reachi and Proc0 = hN 0 ; acc0; head0; tail0; reach0i
are two protocol procedures with the same sorts and disjoint nets. Recall that we assume
that the head macrostates of protocol procedures are unitary, i.e., they always contain
exactly one marking.

Sequential composition
This operation combines two procedures by merging the tail macrostate of Proc with
the head macrostate of Proc0. The head macrostate of the result comes from the rst
procedure, and the tail macrostate from the second one. Let btailc = ; or bhead0c = ;.
Then the sequential composition of Proc and Proc0 is
0

0
0
0
0
Proc; Proc0 = translhead
tail (hN  N ; acc  acc ; head; tail ; reach [ reach i):

Iteration
Iteration simply merges the head and tail macrostates. Let head and tail be simple
macrostates and btailc = ; = bheadc. Then the iteration of Proc is

(Proc) = transltail
head (Proc):
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Choice composition
This operation combines two procedures by merging their head macrostates. Let bheadc =
; and bhead0c = ;. Then the choice composition of Proc and Proc0 is
0

0
0
0
0
0
Proc Proc0 = translhead
head (hN  N ; acc  acc ; head [ head ; tail [ tail ; reach [ reach i):

Disabling
In this operation, the reachable macrostate of the rst net is merged with the head
macrostate of the second one. As a result, Proc0 can start its execution at any time
no matter what marking Proc is currently in. Let head0 be simple and bhead0c = ;. Then
the disabling of Proc by Proc0 is
0

0
0
0
0
Proc [i Proc0 = translhead
reach (hN  N ; acc  acc ; head; tail [ tail ; reach [ reach i):

We end this section presenting the last operation de ned for protocol procedures.

Procedure-to-entity transformation
The procedure-to-entity operation takes Proc = hN; acc; head; tail; reachi and produces an
entity
Entity(Proc) = hN; acc; M i
where M is the only marking in head. This operation is needed for turning protocol procedures into protocol entities. In Figure 12, we show the result of applying the compositional
rules to the procedures from Figure 9.
We can illustrate the relationship between the speci cations in Figures 9 and 12 using
the executions of di erent transition sequences.
 The sequence ft1gft2gft5gft6 gft7gft48gft9g corresponds to normal execution including
connection establishment initiated by the entity (ft1gft2g), sending of data block
(ft5gft6g), receiving data block (ft7g) and disconnection (ft48gft9g) initiated by the
entity.
 The sequence ft3gft4gft5gft511g corresponds to connection establishment initiated by
the peer entity (ft3gft4g), the beginning of sending data block (ft5g) and abnormal
disconnection initiated by the peer entity (ft511g).
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The sequence ft3gft211g corresponds to receiving a connection request with a simultaneous delivering to user (ft3g) and sending a disconnection (ft211g) that indicates
connection rejection.
 The sequence ft18gft9g corresponds to sending a disconnection request in the initial
state (ft18g) with receiving a con rmation (ft9g).


Such sequences are allowed in many protocols.
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Fig. 12. Composition of protocol procedures: Entity(*((Con;(S|||R)) [i Dis)).
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C. Behavioral equivalence of procedures

The notion of behavioural equivalence of two procedures is de ned as in the case of
protocol entities with one condition added, namely we allow only the markings in head
(tail) macrostates to be in bisimulation relation with head (tail) macrostates. Reusing the
already de ned notion of bisimulation equivalence, we say that two protocol procedures
with the same sort, Proc and Proc0, are bisimulation equivalent if there is a relation bis such
that Entity(Proc) bis Entity(Proc0) and, for every (M; M 0 ) 2 bis, M 2 head , M 0 2 head0,
and M 2 tail , M 0 2 tail0. One can then see that bisimulation equivalence is preserved
by all the operations introduced for procedures in this section.
VI. Procedure Level

The main role of the procedure level is the development of correct protocol procedures
which could be used as building blocks at other levels of compositionality. Protocol procedures are the result of a functional decomposition of protocols. What we mean by this is
that by starting from a complex protocol design, one tries to break it down onto as small
as possible logically indivisible units (we will call them elementary procedures) which then
can be used in the compositional veri cation of the original complex design. This means
that protocol procedures will not, in general, be designed using entirely compositional approach, i.e., the designer would rst face the task of developing the necessary elementary
procedures and after that, using them as the basic building blocks prove the correctness
of the overall design. It is therefore important that the existing methods and results on
protocol speci cation and veri cation can be employed at the procedure level of compositionality, since they are typically oriented towards and e ective for protocols of relatively
small size. We can identify at least four di erent ways in which theory and experience in
this area could be utilised:


A direct veri cation that consists in the speci cation of a procedure and its service in
terms of Petri nets and checking whether they are bisimulation equivalent. A possible
way to carry out the veri cation might be to generate reduced reachability graphs
and then use ecient veri cation techniques, e.g., see [44], [72].
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Selective behavioural veri cation, where one constructs a procedure speci cation and
checks it for some general properties such as deadlock-freeness, liveness and boundedness. In this case one can apply techniques such as model checking and partial order
veri cation, e.g., see [39], [58], [68].
 Import well-de ned procedures from other formalisms where their correctness was
formally proved. In this case one has to ensure that the transformation mechanism
from one model to another is correct with respect to behavioural properties. Notable
examples of such transformations are [3], [10], [57], [70].
 Use procedures whose correctness have not be proved formally, but which have proved
themselves by informal techniques like simulation and long term practical exploitation.


VII. Compositionality of Behaviour

A successful approach to protocol engineering should provide a formal support for verication at every stage of design. It has long been recognised that dealing with a complex,
highly concurrent computing system, such as a protocol system, makes the veri cation
problem very hard since its state space is in general too large to handle.5 It is worth
pointing out in this context that the technique of labelling transitions with `simultaneous'
actions can substantially reduce the size of the formal representation of a system, and
consequently ease the veri cation e ort.
The basic idea behind using compositionality in behaviour veri cation is that of taking
advantage of the structural properties of the system in order to decompose the veri cation
process into smaller, more manageable pieces. For this to work, the operations used for
the design of protocol systems must enjoy clearly de ned and well-understood behavioural
properties. For example, suppose that one has de ned an protocol procedure Proc as
a choice composition of two procedures, Proc0 and Proc00. Then it should be expected
that each of the possible behaviours of Proc be either a valid behaviour of Proc0 or a
valid behaviour of Proc00. In essence, what one should require of the operators used in
compositional setting is that the behaviour of the resulting system should be a composition
5

This problem is commonly referred to as the `combinatorial state explosion'.
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of the behaviours of the constituent subsystems (i.e., their union in the case of choice
composition, a suitably de ned concatenation in the case of sequential composition, etc.).
The above, highly desirable, property has been investigated, in particular, in [18], [46],
[47]. It turns out that one can formulate simple conditions about the operators on Petri
nets which ensure compositionality of behaviour as well as structure. The idea behind
such a property can be explained in the following way. Suppose that op is a well-designed
net operator. Then one can show that for its valid application N = op(N1; : : : ; N ) the
following hold:
 If T is a valid execution step for N (i 2 I ) then the union of the T 's is a valid
execution step for N .
 If T is a valid execution step for N then T can be partitioned onto execution steps T
(i 2 I ) such that each T is a valid execution step of N .
The above turns out to be a very strong property. To begin with, it allows one to describe
the execution behaviour of op(N1; : : : ; N ) as a simple composition of the behaviours of
the nets N1; : : : ; N . The result can be formulated for the interleaving, step sequence
and causal partial order semantics [18], [46], [47]. What is more, it allows one to derive
in an automatic way a process algebra, similar to CCS [53] or ACP [9], together with
suitable inference rules and equivalences, which is operationally equivalent (with respect
to bisimulation equivalence) to the compositionally de ned nets. Thus there exists a close
relationship between two models of concurrent behaviour, namely Petri net model and the
process algebras models. In particular, di erent tools and veri cation techniques (such
as reduction rules) developed for process algebras can be imported into the Petri net
based framework. All the operators de ned for protocol procedures in this paper support
compositionality of behaviour in the above sense.
k

i

i

i

i

i

i

k

k

VIII. Petri Net Tool

The compositional approach to communication protocol design outlined in this paper
is supported by a computer-aided tool, called PN3-Tool. Its detailed description can be
found in [4]. The tool has been developed under Microsoft Windows 3.x and runs on PC
IBM compatible computers. The main functionality of PN3-Tool is supported by three
editors, namely the basic, algebraic and architectural editors:
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The basic editor allows one to directly produce speci cations in Petri net form. It
implements the standard Petri net editing facilities such as creating, removing and
resizing Petri net elements (place, transitions, arcs, markings and labels).
 The algebraic editor is driven by a set of algebraic operators which can be used to
de ne a Petri net speci cation. The operations which have been implemented include
the sequential, parallel and choice compositions, iteration and disabling.
 At the top of the hierarchy is the architectural editor, where the user can manipulate
Petri net entities in the diagrammatical form, i.e., in the form of interconnected boxes.
Each Petri net entity may refer to another entity con guration (on another page) or
directly to a speci ed Petri net. To compose two entities one only needs to connect
the corresponding access points. The user can produce the speci cation both by
top-down and bottom-up approach.
Some additional features have also been implemented. These include visual simulation of
a Petri net which can used for better understanding of its dynamic behavior and analysis;
veri cation of several important properties (e.g., boundedness and deadlock-freeness) by
means of the Petri net coverability tree, and comparing two Petri nets for bisimulation
equivalence. Figures 14-16 show snapshots for the three di erent editors of the PN3-Tool.


IX. Conclusion

In this paper we outlined a systematic approach to the design of communication protocols. The approach is based on Petri nets as an underlying formal model and compositionality which is applied at various levels of development.
There are other issues in protocol engineering which we believe could be successfully
addressed by extending the framework presented in this paper. The rst one is manipulation on data as, for example, in [17]. Another issue is that of a linguistic speci cation
environment for a Petri net based model, similar to LOTOS [23] or Estelle [26]. Some
general results in this area already exist [3], [10], [17], but we feel that they need some
modi cation in order to better t the area of application. Also, it is important to investigate other compositional rules for procedures which preserve behavioural correctness.
Some initial research in this are can be found in [29], [30], [75]. Finally, the problem of
veri cation, i.e., checking the bisimulation equivalence, deserves due attention. We enDRAFT
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visage that a number of existing veri cation techniques, such as those in [39], [72], could
be improved by taking advantage of compositional de nition of nets. Moreover, a strong
link with process algebras should allow one to import process algebra speci c veri cation
techniques (such as axiomatisation of bisimulation equivalence and rewriting rules) into
the Petri net based framework.
Appendix
I. Multisets

A multiset over a set A of elementary names of communication primitives is a mapping
m: A ! f0; 1; 2; : : :g. If m(a) = 0, for all a 2 A, then m will be called the empty multiset
and denoted by ;m. The multiset is nite if m(a) > 0 only for nitely many a 2 A. The
set of nite multisets over A is denoted by mult(A). The usual set enumeration notation
can readily be extended to multisets. For instance, fa; a; b; c; c; cg denotes the multiset m
such that m(a) = 2, m(b) = 1, m(c) = 3 and m(x) = 3 otherwise. The sum of multisets
m1; : : : ; m over A is a multiset m1      m over A de ned by
k

k

(m1      m )(a) = m1(a) +    + m (a);
k

k

for every a 2 A. If A = fm1; : : :; m g = fm(t) j t 2 Qg is an indexed multiset of multisets
over A, then
M
m(t) = m1      m :
k

t

2

k

Q

II. Basic properties of protocol entities

We rst observe that the operation of concurrent composition of two entities always
yields an entity. The only non-trivial property to check is the 1-safeness of the underlying
net. This, however, follows immediately from the fact that the nets in the composed
entities are disjoint, and that the new transitions inherit the full connectivity of sets of
independent transitions from the two composed entities. As a result, the execution of
a transition t 2 T new has exactly the same e ect (in terms of the marking which is
generated) as the execution of the step U = Q [ R in the union of the nets underlying
the two entities which, of course, is a 1-safe Petri net. It is also clear that hiding a set of
access points always yields an entity since the underlying Petri net does not change.
QR
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That concurrent composition of entities is a commutative operation,
pne1 kpne2 = pne2kpne1 ;

follows directly from the de nition of k. The associativity property,
pne1 k(pne2 kpne3) = (pne1kpne2 )kpne3 ;

holds under the proviso that Idpne1 \ Idpne2 \ Idpne3 = ;, i.e., no access point is shared among
the three entities. Essentially, this means that the framework presented in this paper aims
at modelling networks of entities with one-to-one communication links, similarly as it is
the case in, e.g., CCS [53]. However, this should not be considered as a disadvantage
since one-to-many (broadcast) communication can easily be modelled within the proposed
framework using multiset labelling of transitions. The same is not true of other models
which do not allow multiset labelling.
The proof of the associativity of k is straightforward except for showing that the transitions generated by pne1k(pne2kpne3) and (pne1kpne2)kpne3 are the same and have the same
annotations. This part of the proof follows from the following observation. Suppose that
pne = h ; acc i for i = 1; 2; 3. Denote, for i 6= j , Id = Idpnei \ Idpnej , and Id = Id [ Id ,
where l; k 6= i. Then one can show that the set of transitions of pne1k(pne2kpne3) is given
by
[3
M
new
T = ft 2 T j
pne (t) = ;m g [ T12new [ T13new [ T23new [ T123
i

i

i

ij

i

ik

il

i

i

i

=1

id2Idi

where the T new sets are de ned in the following way.
 Each T new comprises transitions t such that Q 2 Indi and R 2 Indj are minimal
sets of transitions satisfying, for all id 2 Id , id0 2 Id n Id and id00 2 Id n Id ,
QR

ij

ij

M

t

2

Q

pneid (t) =
i

M
2

t

pneid (t) and
j

R

i

M
2

t

ij

pneid0 (t) = ;m =
i

Q

j

M
2

t

R

ij

pneid00 (t):
j

Moreover, the connectivity and annotation of t are inherited from Q and R.
new comprises transitions t
 T123
1 2 3 such that Q 2 Indi , for i = 1; 2; 3, are minimal
sets of transitions satisfying, for all i 6= j and id 2 Id ,
QR

Q Q Q

i

ij

M

2 i

t
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pneid (t) =
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M
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t

pneid (t):
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Moreover, the connectivity and annotation of t 1 2 3 are inherited from Q1, Q2 and
Q3 .
One can see that the above indeed yields (up to net isomorphism) all the transitions
of pne1k(pne2kpne3). And, since all the formulae used are symmetric with respect to
the three entities, it follows that pne3k(pne1kpne2) is equal (up to net isomorphism)
to pne1k(pne2kpne3). Hence, since k is symmetric, we obtain that pne1k(pne2kpne3) =
(pne1kpne2)kpne3.
We now turn to the properties of the bisimulation equivalence for entities. It is easy to
see that  is an equivalence relation. To start with, it is re exive since pne bis pne, where
bis is the identity relation on the set of markings reachable from the initial marking of pne.
It is also symmetric since pne bis pne0 implies pne0 bis,1 pne. Finally,  is transitive
since pne bis pne0 and pne0 bis0 pne00 implies pne bis  bis0 pne00.
Q Q Q

III. Proof of Theorem IV.1

Assume that pne = h; acci and pne0 = h0; acc0i are entities such that pne bis pne0.
Moreover, let H  acc and H 0  acc0 be sets of access points such that Id = Id 0 . De ne
pne1 = hide (pne) = h; acc1 i, pne2 = hide 0 (pne0 ) = h0 ; acc2 i, Id = Idpne = Idpne0 and
Id0 = Idpne1 = Idpne2 . We will show that pne1 bis pne2 . Suppose that (M1 ; M2 ) 2 bis and
consider three cases.
Case 1: M1 [U ipne1 M2 and acc1(U ) 6= ;m.6
Then, clearly, acc(U ) 6= ;m and so, by pne bis pne0, there are U 0 and M20 such that
0
(M2; M20 ) 2 bis and M10 =====)pne0 M20 and, for all id 2 Id, pneid (U ) = pne0id (U 0). Hence,
0
clearly, M10 =====)pne2 M20 and, since Id0  Id, for all id 2 Id0, pne1id(U ) = pne2id (U 0).
Case 2: M1 [U ipne1 M2 where acc1(U ) = ;m and acc(U ) = ;m.
Then, by pne bis pne0, there is M20 such that (M2; M20 ) 2 bis and M10 =====)pne0 M20 .
Clearly, the latter implies M10 =====)pne2 M20 .
Case 3: M1 [U ipne1 M2 where acc1(U ) = ;m and acc(U ) 6= ;m.
H

H

H

H

U

U

To avoid ambiguity we annotate the reachability relations with the names of relevant
entities.
6
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0

Then, by pne bis pne0, there are U 0 and M20 such that (M2; M20 ) 2 bis and M10 =====)pne0 M20
and, for all id 2 Id, pneid (U ) = pne0id (U 0). Hence M10 =====)pne2 M20 .
Note also that from Cases 2 and 3 it follows that if M1 =====)pne1 M2 then there is M20
such that (M2; M20 ) 2 bis and M10 =====)pne2 M20 . Since the above argument is symmetric
with respect to pne1 and pne2, it follows that pne1 bis pne2.
U

IV. Proof of Theorem IV.2

Since  is commutative and associative, it suces to show that if pne = h ; acc i
(i = 0; : : : ; 4) are entities such that pne1 = pne0kpne3, pne2 = pne0kpne4 and pne3  pne4
then pne1  pne2.
Assume that pne3 bis pne4, Id = Idpne0 \ Idpne3 = Idpne0 \ Idpne4 and  = hS ; T ; F ; M0i
for i = 0; : : : ; 4. We will show that
i

i

bis0 =

i

i

i

i

i

i

f(M [ M3; M [ M4) j M 2 [M00i ^ (M3; M4) 2 bis ^
M [ M3 2 [M01i ^ M [ M4 2 [M02i g:

is a bisimulation relation such that pne1 bis0 pne2.
Suppose (M1; M2) = (M [ M3; M [ M4) 2 bis0 and that M1 [U i M10 . We may partition
U as U = U0 ] U3 ] U03 where U0  T 0, U3  T 3 and U03 = ft i i j i 2 I g for some index
set I (see the de nition of k). From the de nition of t i i and the 1-safeness of all the nets
involved in this proof, it follows that U0 and Q (for i 2 I ) are mutually disjoint sets of
transitions of 0 and V0  M , where V0 = U0 [ S 2 Q . Similarly, U3 and R (for i 2 I )
are mutually disjoint sets of transitions of 3 and V3  M3, where V3 = U3 [ S 2 R . Let
M 0 and M30 be markings such that M [V0i M 0 and M3 [V3i M30 . Clearly, M10 = M 0 [ M30 .
Assume now that U03 6= ; (the case when U03 = ; is similar, even slightly simpler).
Then V0 6= ; =
6 V3 and acc0(V0) 6= ;m 6= acc3(V3). From pne3 bis pne4 and (M3; M4) 2 bis
it follows that there are V4 and M40 such that (M30 ; M40 ) 2 bis, M4 =====4) M40 and, for
all id 2 Idpne3 , acc3id (V3) = acc4id (V4). Let V40 = V4 \ T 2 and V400 = V4 n V40. From the
de nition of k it follows that, for all id 2 Id, pne4id (V40) = ;m and pne4id (V400) = pne0id(Q),
where Q = S 2 Q . Hence there is a set of independent transitions U04  T 2 such that
 U04 =  Q [ V 00, U04 = Q [ V 00 , and for every id 2 Idpne1 , pne1 (U03 ) = pne2 (U04).
4
4
id
id
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
De ne U = U0 ] V4 ] U04 and M2 = M [ M4. We have M2 =====) M2, (M1; M2) 2 bis0
Q R

Q R

i

i

I

i

i

i

I

i

V

i

I

i

U
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and, for every id 2 Idpne1 , pne1id (U ) = pne2id(U 0).
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Fig. 13. Bisimulation relation has to be the same for all access points, Ida = Ida = Idc and Idb = Idb =
0
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Fig. 14. Basic editor.
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Fig. 15. Algebraic editor.
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Fig. 16. Architectural editor.
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